
 



 



 

 



By Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad 

 

 

 

At dawn the river is placenta pink. 

I dip my feet in broken rings 

of light, as pilgrims gather,  

dotted white, in a race 

to greet the first filaments  

of the sun.  

 

 

I imagine my body as ash, 

twirling weightless  

in the pleats  

of the Ganges’ sacred waters,  

clumps of my mortal self  

coursing past eternal pyres, 

souls freed in the fires, 

from the infinite loop 

of death and rebirth. 

 

 

At dusk the river is gunmetal grey, 

dancing with the glow 

of splintered lamps. 

Marigolds cling to rafts, 

disintegrating. I am one 

of many jubilant ghosts, 

navigating the sooty sky,  

resting a moment between  

this realm and the light. 

The river swirls on 

all knowing, wise.  

 

 
 

 

Bio: Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad is an Indian-Australian artist, poet and pianist. She 

holds a Masters in English, and is a member of Sydney’s North Shore Poetry Project. Her 

artworks and poems have been widely published in both print and online journals. She is a 

chief editor for Authora Australis. 

 



 

 



By Kenneth Pobo 

  

 

 

I crave the thwash 

of paddlewheels as a river 

curves.  When I steer 

my steamboat I think I can 

control something.  

I’d like to tie 

Death up in ropes 

Though Death can fray 

any rope.  

How can I forget that? 

  

I founded Grand Forks, 

North Dakota.  The boat 

got stranded in icy water 

so we had to winter there.    

  

I never intended to 

found a town.  That’s 

my statue before 

the Courthouse.  

I’m bones now, 

but I withstand floods.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Kenneth Pobo is the author of twenty-one chapbooks and nine full-length collections.  

Recent books include Bend of Quiet (Blue Light Press), Loplop in a Red City (Circling 

Rivers), and Uneven Steven (Assure Press). Opening is forthcoming from Rectos Y Versos 

Editions. Lavender Fire, Lavender Rose is forthcoming from Brick/House Books. Twitter 

Handle: @KenPobo 

 

 

 



 



By Ellen McCarthy 

 

 

The boy flaps at a butterfly. It flutters away and lands on a nearby brier. Around him furze 

pods pop in the strong sun. The path ahead is well trodden by livestock. The woman 

wonders at those big square bodies leaving such a slender trail. They carry their weight 

expertly balanced upon four short legs, sitting atop impossibly small hooves, stepping 

daintily, one behind the other, a bustling cabaret line which stretches across the field to the 

dairy.  

The boy skips about in their wake, his little feet as light as the butterfly’s wings, a 

flicker of fair hair and red T-shirt amongst the dappled greenery. An overhanging tree 

droops sadly in front of them. They duck beneath its leaves, finding themselves in a small 

grove of sally bushes. The hot sun can’t reach in here, so the deeply shaded ground still 

holds moisture from last night’s rainfall.  

The wet mud sticks to the boy’s wellingtons. She should tell him to keep them 

clean, but she doesn’t want the hassle. He can be an argumentative little sod when he 

feels challenged. His face comes alive as he squelches through the sticky ground. There’s a 

sucking sound as he lifts his boots free of the clinging muck. Its thick clumps make his feet 

appear two sizes bigger. Like the cows, she picks her way carefully along the verge, 

keeping her sandals clean. Then the boy’s feet lift right out of his boots. She laughs. 

Fascinated, he curls his toes in the moist earth as the gooey mud oozes around his 

spiderman socks.  



When he’s had enough, he leaves his boots there, stuck in place as though they still 

hold an invisible child. On he continues, his face beaming with contentment, while she 

follows two steps behind. He doesn’t need her, not really, but she likes watching him. 

Soon, the narrow path appears again. Lush weeds brush their bare legs, a gentle 

touch, lulling them into a false sense that the world is kind, until suddenly a hidden nettle 

brushes across the boy’s bare calves. He yells. Fucking nettle. And picks up a stick. Then he 

hits out at the offending plant. The woman tries hard to control the urge to laugh as his 

little face contorts and whitens in anger. He won’t turn to her for help. No. Instead he 

trashes the weeds into pulp, a crusader that won’t be deterred from his mission by a 

stealth attack from the enemy.  

They walk on and come to a wooden gate. She can climb that easily. Her long legs 

will swing over the top bar and she will jump down the other side. But not that long ago, 

when she was his age, she had to weigh up her options. Should she climb over and then 

carefully climb down the other side? Would it be better if she squeezed between the bars 

or would she be stuck there until somebody heard her shouts? His eyes move around the 

obstacle. His brain clicks along the same lines as hers had, trying to formulate a plan. And 

then he decides.  

The stones next to the gate are bare. He gives each one a little push. Securely 

wedged together, they don’t budge. Carefully and deliberately, he climbs them, like steps 

on a ladder. At the top, he holds onto the gate’s pillar and looks over the wall. Satisfied 

with what he sees, he makes his way down the other side and continues towards the river. 

The gushing sound it makes as it boils over the rocks wafts towards them.  



He stops. Tiny micro expressions cross his face. The path ends at the river, it seems 

the obvious thing that he should follow it there, right to the water’s edge. But he continues 

to analyse the terrain before turning towards a whitethorn tree, its fluffy white head 

erupting upwards from a copse of ferns. The boy wades into them like Moses parting the 

Red Sea. Carefully, she follows.  

The thorns of the craggy tree scratch at her hair and rip at her clothes before she 

finds herself on the bank of the river. Here the foliage parts. The boy sits in this stippled 

amphitheatre and stares into the water. She bends down and wriggles in close to him. The 

sun warms the ground beneath their knees. Blackbirds sing in the tree behind them.  

A pool has formed here, inside a ring of rough limestone rocks before spilling over 

them and disappearing down a gorge of dense greenery. Trout swim in the pond’s clear 

water. Ferns fringe the edges. Their curled, umber heads, lean forward and touch the cool 

surface of the river. At least it is a river to the boy, and once it had been to her too; but now 

she sees it for what it is. A stream. A rivulet running down from the mountains.  

The boy observes the swimming fish quietly before he jumps. With a howl, he 

spreads a great shadow across the fish’s compact world. In fright, they scarper, 

disappearing beneath the overhanging foliage into the dark secret hollows of the bank. 

There they wait out the threat.  

The boy goes back to crouching silently. Slowly, one by one, the fish return; 

reassured now that the danger has passed. He continues to wait, lulling them into a false 

sense of security. And then he lunges once more, his war whoop filling the small space, 

scattering the birds, diminishing the tinkling of the river.  



He turns to her, his cheeks flushed, his eyes bright, a smile transforming his serious 

little face. He wraps his arms around her, burying his head in her chest, waves of happy 

emotion emanate from him. She kisses the top of his hair in wonder.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Ellen McCarthy is a crime writer living in Waterford. Her books Guarding Maggie, Guilt 

Ridden and Silent Crossing are published in Ireland by Poolbeg Press. She holds an MA in 

Creative Writing from the University of Limerick and is currently working on her fourth 

novel. Twitter handle: @EMcCarthyWriter 

 



 



By Amie Herman 

 

 

 

That evening, when I find the dried leaves 

relics, crisp and flat from decades secreted between heavy pages 

vivid memories surface of our rambles in the woods 

my small hand safely enclosed in the warmth of yours. 

  

You taught me to name the trees: 

The Sassafras— 

leaves shaped like mittened hands 

we tore the soft foliage to unlock the crisp scent of soap and soda. 

The broad, four lobed Tulip Poplar— 

each leaf topped with two points like cat’s ears 

and pale green flowers with splash of orange on the throat. 

And the Dogwoods— 

both the chiefs and the princesses   

canopies of burgundy in spring, deepening to red flames in autumn 

leaves lined and smoothly shaped, like almonds. 

  

We gathered and collected the finest specimens to press in my book 

and the others we released on the banks of Scott’s Run, fast moving after the rain. 

Like small brightly colored rafts the swift water would catch them 

leaves tumbling over the rocks 

caught in the swirling eddies 

some breaking free and slipping downstream. 

Together, we took joy in cheering them on 

imagining their destinations. 

Would they make it to the mouth of the creek and enter the Potomac? 

Drop over the mighty Great Falls? 

Drift into the Chesapeake? 

Reach the Atlantic Sea? 

I said, “which leaf will win the race, Grandpa?” 

Your words to me then 

only many years later, did I fully understand as wise counsel. 

You said, “Reaching the end is just a moment. The getting there is the thing.” 

  

I make my way down to the creek in twilight 

these precious long-preserved leaves in my hands. 

Sassafras, Poplar, Dogwood— I utter the names aloud 

and set each one free on the shimmering water 

to begin a long-awaited journey. 

As they drift and disappear, tears and gratitude. 

You taught me to be a thoughtful traveler. 

 

 



 

Bio: Amie Herman is a wine/beer/spirits expert/reviewer, a travel writer and a ceramic 

artist. She is currently building her own camper van and will be setting off on a year long 

journey to explore North America with plans to write regularly on the road. FB, Instagram 

and twitter @amieswinehouse, website: www.amieswinehouse.com 
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By Shelly Jones 

 

 

 

Use muslin for her body,  

cornhusk hair, a frayed dress.  

  

Tuck clover in her pocket  

to ease her passage down the river. 

  

Burn sage as we sing of ice, skeletal 

forests, frost that burrows in our lungs. 

  

Give her a torch to light a path below 

as she releases Spring once more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Shelly Jones (she/her/hers) is an Associate Professor of English at SUNY Delhi, where 

she teaches classes in mythology, folklore, literature, and writing. Her speculative work has 

been published in Podcastle, New Myths, The Future Fire, and elsewhere. Twitter 

Handle: @shellyjansen 

 

 



 



By Sarah Fannon 

 

My limbs were cramped 

in the wooden belly, 

tingling with sleep in strange angles, 

but I was only glad to be 

in a moving vessel 

where I could stroke open water. 

I’d spent so long on shore, 

watching rowboats built for two 

and casting myself as a fishing line, 

to care how well I fit inside. 

I tried not to rock a boat 

that was just going to capsize 

anyway, leaving my hair damp 

for months. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Sarah Fannon is a graduate of George Washington University&#39;s Honors English 

and Creative Writing program and continues to live in the DC area. Her work is featured or 

forthcoming in SmokeLong Quarterly, Dark Moon Digest, Diabolical Plots, miniskirt 

magazine, and more.  Twitter Handle: @SarahJFannon and Instagram 

Handle: @ampersarah. 

 



 



By Alton Melvar M Dapanas  

 

 

after the mythical Oro Fish which is said to dwell at the bottom of Cagayan de Oro River, an 

urban legend passed from one generation to another  

 

Above me, a beloved village of river-dwellers has left its shape to become a 

thankless city. Where are the natives who once dwelt in western hills and those of eastern 

plains? Long banished by you, dumagat, wicked settlers from distant north, murderer of 

everything you touch.  

 

For hunger of land, I’ve witnessed you drown them, and yet you accuse me of 

devouring children, luring men.  

 

For greed of stone, I’ve seen you dig mountains, mine caves and yet you blame me 

for stirring earthquakes, shifting landslides.  

 

For ambition of shelter, I’ve watched you thin forests, dry rivers and yet you fault me 

thundering floods, spitting storms.  

 

And if I, too, died that bloody sundown, you would’ve feasted on my flesh, made 

gold out of my bones, wine from my veins.   

 

You’ve cursed me to be a scapegoat for your sins, a myth to veil your evil. Dumagat, 

how I let them believe you, how I let you misname me.  

 

Where I live is opaque: stone blue meanders, juniper green flood plains, mud gray 

depths. I’ve desired to migrate a thousand floods ago but I’m afflicted with stillness. And in 

unmoving, I dream of an ocean, vast as distance, where I am free.  

 

So leave me be in my haven in the deep, still and wretched. Let me be a lovelorn 

inhabitant of exile, that which quivers to the surface of water as I tremble my fin into the 

drowning gloom—unsung, unsung, unsung. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Bio: Alton Melvar M Dapanas (them/they) is assistant creative nonfiction editor of London-

based Panorama: The Journal of Intelligent Travel and Iowa-based Atlas and Alice Literary 

Magazine, as well as an editorial reader for Creative Nonfiction magazine. Their recent 

works, delineating poetry and the essay, have appeared in or forthcoming from Elsewhere: 

A Journal of Place (Germany), Stellium Literary (Minnesota), Misplacement 

Magazine (England), Voice & Verse Poetry (Hong Kong), Delicate Friend (Philadelphia), 

among others. They identify as pansexual, nonbinary, and polyamorous. A native of Metro 

Cagayan de Oro in the southern Philippines, they are currently based in Siargao Island, 

living off-the-grid in between the Pacific Ocean and a mountain range. 
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By Joe Szalinski 

 

The blue, bold type, "WD-40,” was rendered a blur by Bags’ furious shaking of the can it 

was printed on. Once settled, he aimed the nozzle at a balled-up chunk of bread and 

coated it in a tan of shiny grey. “This’ll attract the fish. They love this shit,” he said as he 

sunk a hook into its doughy form and cast it into the river. Marlboro mildly muffling his 

speech. 

 “Why do they like that so much?” I asked.  

 “No clue. Made outta fish or sumthin’. But I know it’s a little fucked. So we gotta be 

careful.” 

 Littered to our left were the beer bottles of once determined anglers, who, much 

like ourselves, would eventually succumb to our self-induced stupors, and pack-it-in for the 

night. We opted for a plastic grocery store bag, held up between two trees, to serve as a 

makeshift garbage can. 

 I polished off a second beer as I sat down on a nearby rock to pack my pipe. The 

iridescent swirl of red, green, and blue, were a nice contrast to the resin-choked bowl at the 

other end. After hitting it a few times, I offered it to Bags and Zane. Both declined. 

Once I finished smoking what was packed, I committed to drinking two more beers 

before getting stoned further. That was plenty of incentive to polish off a six-pack of 

Railbender.  

 Enveloped by a comfortable buzz, Zane, Bags, and I looked out over the river, 

examining how algae and wanton negligence had turned the pristine waters a murky green 

and brown. The blue sky had become stained with patches of sunset, indicating that we 

should start heading out. But before we left, one of our lines grew taut, and we pulled out a 



rascally bluegill. We took some photos. Threw it back. And headed back to the car. Bags 

patted me on the back and delivered a tired, yet sincere, “Happy birthday, buddy.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Joe Szalinski is a writer/performer from West View, PA. He attended Slippery Rock 

University, where he studied writing & literature. Upon returning to Pittsburgh, he’s been 

busy performing spoken-word and comedy, making music, and acting. Joe hosts an 

Instagram poetry account (@poetry_hugger), where he posts a new video every Sunday. 

 

 



 



By Mark Blickley 

 

 

She begins her life 

along with nine-thousand seven hundred fourteen siblings 

in the shallowest part of the pond,  

just four days after being laid as a jelly egg  

attached to a fern leaf bent over humid water.  

  

On day seven she sallies to neighboring weeds  

using a very circular route  

quietly clings to weed, watches with terror  

as brothers and sisters are  attacked  

by sharp beaked birds  

swooping down to chew helpless tadpoles,  

devouring membranes that cover their gills and necks.   

  

One of few tadpoles to survive to day ten.  

officially becomes a tiny pitch black pollywog  

with continuously wiggling tail and  small round mouth  

of horny jaws that scrapes across tiny plants,  

searching for something to eat.  

  

She greedily swallows microscopic animals  

found inside pond bottom ooze  

and slime which clings to pond’s surface.  

  

Devouring a particularly tasty ooze meal,  

she is horrified to witness  

tadpole brothers and sisters  eating each other,  

siblings extending their bellies 

by swallowing extended family. 

              

Mostly tail with fine stippling of gold,  

within  twenty-four hours she breathes  

from two gills at each side of her throat  

as hind legs suddenly sprout  

rounded buds that soon turn into toes   

amazing her how fast she can propel   

away from murderous dive bombing birds of color. 

  

She first demonstrates courage   

by a successful attack of  black fish that menaces her for hours, 

sucking on its fish fins until they are ragged, 

not in anger or self-defense   



more for tasty algae trapped within them.  

  

But it does feel good to be able to destroy instead of being destroyed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Mark Blickley is a New Yorker and proud member of the Dramatists Guild and PEN 

American Center. His latest book is the text-based art collaboration with artist Amy Bassin, 

'Dream Streams' (Clare Songbirds Publishing House). His video collaborations with Ms. 

Bassin, 'Speaking in Bootongue' and 'Widow's Peek: The Kiss of Death' represented the 

United States in the year-long international world tour of 'Time Is Love: Universal Feelings: 

Myths & Conjunctions.' The screenings kicked off in February in Madrid, organized by the 

esteemed African curator, Kisito Assangni. 

 



 



By Hugh Allison 

 

To walk with her around the silver pond  

In the Summer hols, the wind slow and mild, 

Was I’ll think till I’m in the great beyond 

The best times we spent when I was a child. 

 

She’d point out the smallest details like when  

The bluntnose minnow would breed slightly late 

Or how the storks avoided the moorhen; 

She taught me to be green, considerate. 

 

I worried when Winter would crawl around 

None would survive Nature’s roll of the dice: 

Geese would lie motionless, cold on the ground 

Or sterlets would freeze beneath layered ice. 

 

She told me all life knows how to adapt 

So long as us humans leave them to be 

And sign with the Earth a binding contract 

To never harm man, bug, bird, fish or tree. 

 

By the Winter hols, the wind had grown fast, 

I went to the pond to see she was right: 

Nothing was dead, a male redwing flew past  

And burbots were moving under the white. 

 

My notions of passing were not excused   

And thoughts of the beyond would not allay 

For neither she nor I had back then mused 

She’d be the one who Death would take away. 

 

Bio: Hugh Allison lives in London, England. His other poems include “Fish and Chips” 

(published in Poetry Plus Magazine) and “Staying at a Martian House” (soon to be 

published in Departure Mirror). His short stories include “Growing Up with the Kindnarians” 

(in the anthology book “All the Small Things” published by Big Things) and “Vacuous” (in 

the anthology e-Book “Hollow World: Origins” published by Bamboo Forest). His plays 

include “The Cramples Are Attacking” (performed by Bench Theatre as part of Supernova 8 

at The Spring Arts Centre in Havant) and “Blue Whale” (performed virtually by Greenwich 

theatre and free to watch on YouTube). 

 



 



By Kieran Wyatt  

 

Dad told me off for spitting 

in the river, so now  

I fish in the estuary  

where the catch is dank  

and padded  

On Saturday, I felt a  

tug on my  

line  

and as I pulled, I saw  

the Trout, the  

one he always talked about  

kick the mud from the 

soles of its shoes, and  

walk to me  

tall  

and as slick as anything  

Dad used to say, if you spit  

in the river  

nasty  

creatures  

 

 

Bio: Kieran Wyatt lives on the Fylde Coast. He is co-chair of GenSex (@GenSexResearch), an 

interdisciplinary research group, asking probing questions about gender and sexuality. His 

work has featured in a variety of publications, including Eunoia Review, The Art of 

Everyone, Small Leaf Press, and the Minison Project. He graduated from Edge Hill 

University in 2018 with honours in Creative Writing. 

 

 



 

 



By Jessica Bane Robert  

 

 

 

Gleaming onyx stream, 

 backbone of the night  

 golden arms of day, 

you are my adored and we are alone. 

 

I trail your sensuous spine through spruce, 

 over moss, under a canopy of sky. 

 We spoon on a pine needle carpet, 

braid our hair together and sing. 

 

You memorize  

 my stories, sweep my dreams  

 to sea in a bottle, 

bear gifts of newt, trout and otter. 

 

Nights like these I believe 

 I crawled from your black belly, 

 wet and naked, birthed from your swale 

into time and space. 

 

Nights like these I want to crawl back 

 into your channel, let you carry me, 

 feel you shrink and swell  

and snake around my skin. 

 

Who wants the sea, fickle and rough? 

 In your midst— 

 steadily yearning forward— 

I am delivered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Bio: Jessica Bane Robert teaches at Clark University in Worcester, MA. Her poems and essays have 

appeared in numerous anthologies and journals and have won prizes such as the Rita Dove 

International Poetry Prize and the International Merit Award from the Atlanta Review. She is the 

author of a book of poems, Scarred Seasons published by Finishing Line Press, nominated for a 

Mass Book Award and a Pen New England Literary Award. 

  

Bane Robert owns the Barred Owl Retreat: Center for Writing and Learning in Leicester, MA that 

provides individual and group retreats for artists and educators.www.barredowlretreat.com  
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By William Keohane 

 

 

Those thin filaments  

of blue light, visible  

below the surface. 

 

Your veins, our hands 

intertwined. I trace,  

with light touch, to find  

rivers. Careful, so careful,  

the faintest pressure 

might stop the flow. I know  

 

Some cacti survive without water.  

Have adapted to rainlessness.  

Still bloom. But you? 

Only stillness, only  

another long night of drought. I sit 

here beside you. Holding tight.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: William Keohane is writer and poet from Limerick. His work has appeared in Hennessy 

New Irish Writing, The Ogham Stone, The Stony Thursday Book, and his poems have been 

broadcast on RTÉ Radio 1 Sunday Miscellany. He is currently completing a Masters in 

Creative Writing at the University of Limerick. 

 

 



 



By Tim Goldstone 

 

The estuary tidal river 

pulls and ripples in opposite directions  

tugging on top and beneath the dark water  

where, scarce now, trout and salmon quiver. 

Tall shadows of old trees 

fold slowly down into their  

own reflections trembling on the swirling flow. 

Amongst the smell of wild garlic 

uneasy children splash in shallows 

while out in deeper colder water 

superstition has fastened in its jaws  

the teenage girl who warned the village 

time and time again  

not to take so many fish – 

and now they are drowning her  

on a ducking stool 

having found her solely to blame 

for that May’s plague of biting horseflies  

until all that is left of her,  

carried along on top of the river, 

is the bubble of her last breath, 

and all those who witnessed  

its tender membrane 

swirl, tremble, finally burst, 

hear unceasingly from that day on 

until they are mad, 



the furious deafening drumming 

at the Earth’s heart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Tim Goldstone lives in Wales. Published widely, including in The New Welsh 

Review,Crannóg, The Bangor Literary Journal, Stand Magazine, The Wild Word, Crow & 

Cross Keys, The Offing, Altered States, and forthcoming in Dodging The Rain,11 Mag Berlin. 

Prose sequence read on stage at The Hay Festival. Twitter Handle: @muddygold 
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By Mukund Gnanadesikan 

 

Swim undaunted by current 

Upriver as the spawning salmon 

Knowing your futility 

Yet adamantly breathing 

Through fatiguing gills 

The last breaths needed 

To discharge fecund duties 

For posterity’s salvation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Mukund Gnanadesikan’s poems and short fiction have been published in literary 

magazines spanning five continents. His debut novel, Errors of Omission, was released in 

November 2020 by Adelaide Books. When not writing, he practices psychiatry in Northern 

California. Twitter Handle: @mukundgnanades1 

 



 

 


